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Abstract 
The notion “sak time” is conventional and it is accepted in archeology of Kazakhstan and all the steppe zones of 
Eurasia covering a period of the early Iron Age. The burials located in the territory of Central, Northern, East, 
Southern and Southeast Kazakhstan steppes are mainly considered to be the monuments of the sak period. Although 
the scientists have much data received during the excavation works in Kazakhstan within the last 60 years. The 
research of architectural features of barrows of the sak period represents one of the low-studied aspects. The 
architecture and design of sak barrows are studied on the materials of the big barrows which represent burials of 
representatives of a ruling sector of society. This direction in archeology of Kazakhstan is closely connected with 
aspect of studying the social system of the ancient sak population. The data on burial architecture also provides 
information on the cultural development of sak art on questions of ethnogenesis, culture genesis and migration 
problems. 
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1. Introduction 
The Tasmola culture which unites monuments of the sak times of Central Kazakhstan was discovered and 
characterized in 1950-1960 by a well- known scientist M. Kadyrbayev. The researcher dug out a considerable 
number of the barrows the materials of which allowed to open and characterize the main features of the sak 
population of this region, including such features as funeral ceremony, arms, art and life (Kadyrbaev M., 1966; 
1968). During this period the ordinary monuments presented by small barrows were studied.  
Because of this some questions of architecture and design of funeral constructions of this culture are not well 
studied. At present as a result of archaeological researches of the last decade new materials from the big barrows 
clarifying many aspects of funeral architecture of sak population of the Central Kazakhstan of 7-5 centuries BC are 
received. These materials are studied by comparison and contrast analysis with similar materials of other regions of 
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Kazakhstan, and with the data of research monuments of Altai, Yenisei and South Ural. Thus, this direction 
combines efforts of a number of archeologists working on materials of barrows of 1 thousand BC in Central Asia. 
The author of the present report studied about 20 large barrows in burial grounds Nurken-2, Taldy-2, Karashoky, 
Akbeit, Nazar-2, Kopa, Sherubay. All these burial grounds are located in the territory of Karaganda region of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan. 
 
Fig. 1. The barrow has a big external and internal fencing which supports the embankment. The burial ground Serekty-2, barrow 1. 
 
2. Heading styles 
During the excavation works the following main characteristics of funeral constructions are tracked. The sak 
barrows of Central Kazakhstan represent the bulk hill from stones with earth. For rather large barrows the following 
parameters are common: height from 2 to 5-6 m, diameter from 25-30 m to 50-70 m. The embankment of the sak 
barrow has the roundish hemispherical top. In some cases the flat barrow top of the embankment reminds the 
truncated cone. 
The ditch is the first sign surrounding the barrow embankment. It is arranged at distance to 25-40 m from the 
embankment edge. The ditch sometimes has not closed space from the South or from the East or at a crossing point. 
According to modern data the ditch depth can be 1 m long, width 2-3 m and its form is always round. The form of 
the ditch is not always kept often it is swollen or destroyed by agricultural works, for example, by digging works. 
There is roundish, sometimes , rectangular or subsquare stone fencing which also surrounds the embankment. 2 
techniques in a fencing construction are revealed. In the first, the most frequent case fencing stones are laid flatwise 
in some ranks. It is a horizontal laying of a fencing (Fig. 1). In the second case, the fencing consists of vertically 
driven plates in one or two rows. 
The edge of the embankment is limited to the second fencing. It is a ring from large stones which supports the 
embankment from slipping down and plays a role of buttress. Therefore, this element of barrow design is often 
called credipir (Fig. 1). 
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Fig 2. The earth structure in the embankment. The burial ground Serekty-2, barrow 1 
 
The barrow height is constructed by the earth and stone structures hidden in the embankment. The earth structure 
is represented in the form of clay blocks which were put in the form of the hill or pyramid (Fig. 2). Their analyses 
showed that turf, clay, and river silt were widely used. Small blocks up to 30-50 sm long were made in the district 
near water. After being dried a little they were put into a barrow embankment. Probably, such clay structure had to 




Fig 3. The internal part of a barrow is made by stones. The burial ground Karashoky, barrow 1 
 
The embankments of those barrows are surrounded by stony hills. They are always made of stone fragments 
(Fig. 3). First, among stony hills the soil is firm and it is difficult to prepare clay blocks. Secondly, the abundance of 
stones in such district facilitated a problem of high embankment construction. 
In barrows of Tasmola culture there is one bone chamber. In ordinary barrows only one person was buried. Some 
facts of burying two people in one grave are known. 
Sometimes in big barrows of the Central Kazakhstan there is a volume dome-shaped camera laid out from plates 
with open internal part on the floor of which there is a burial. 
Graves with dromos directed to the east and having length to 15-16 in most cases are very common (fig. 4). They 
are open in five barrows of elite burial ground of Taldy-2 (Beisenov A.Z., 2010). In total 16 big barrows of Tasmola 
culture of Central Kazakhstan graves with dromos are revealed. 
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Fig 4. The dromos grave. The burial ground of Taldy-2, barrow 3. 
 
The materials of big barrows of the Central Kazakhstan saks emphasize social aspect. These barrows are the 
remains of, certainly, the highest layer of society. They are burial places of representatives of a ruling layer. 
Therefore, in archeology the terms "imperial barrows", "burials of leaders" are used. The elite barrows of Central 
Kazakhstan are in many respects close to similar monuments from other regions of Kazakhstan. Their comparison 
with barrows Besshatyr, Shilikta, Mayemer is especially actual (Akishev K.A., Kushaev G.A., 1963; Toleubaev, 
2011). Recently the volume of the materials indicating communication of sak culture of Kazakhstan with such 
regions as Tyva on Yenisei increases (Cugunov K., Parzinger H., Nagler A., 2010).  
The unique jewelry from gold is found in elite barrows of the Central Kazakhstan . Especially bright samples are 
found in barrows of the burial ground Taldy-2 where after robbery about 200 subjects (Fig. 5) and over 20 000 small 
jewelry remained (Beisenov A.Z., 2011). This data does not leave doubts that these big barrows of the saks of 
Central Kazakhstan are of ruling clique of society. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Gold jewelry. The burial ground Taldy-2 
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The branch of economy - cattle breeding played a major role in the process of forming big barrows. Many 
features of funeral constructions are inherited from culture of the Bronze Age. The available material allows to raise 
now in a new way a question of communication of elite barrows of the early Iron Age in Central Kazakhstan with 
funeral constructions of the highest nobility of the period of final bronze. The distribution of dromos graves in East 
Kazakhstan, Zhetysu, some other regions emphasizes the role of local tribes of final Bronze Age in addition with 
cultures of the early Iron Age. In respect of studying dromos graves of the saks of Central Kazakhstan the research 
of the role of begazy-dandybay culture of Kazakhstan in addition with the sak culture is very actual. The burials of 
the highest nobility of begazy-dandybay tribes are characterized by big stone mausoleums with the platforms 
directed to the east. (Margulan, 1979) 
Besides features of a funeral ceremony and constructions, a certain community in culture of Central Kazakhstan 
nomads and some other regions is traced on materials of barrows. The Scythian triad – typological proximity of 
horse equipment, arms and art of animal style – unites cultures of the Great belt of the steppes on a big space.  
In recent years many bright openings of elite complexes in the territory of Tuva and Kazakhstan are made. The 
important place is taken by the subjects made in traditions of animal style, being a component of a Scythian triad. 
The unique complexes opened recently in Tyva and Kazakhstan allow to consider early sak culture in a new aspect 
and to synchronize key monuments. The received conclusions confirm suggested earlier data on proximity of 
cultures of the steppe belt of Eurasia (Akishev K. Akishev A. 1997; Olkhovsky B.C., 1997; Martynov A.I., 2008). 
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